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Abstract
We describe the participation of team Galápagos Tortoise in the LongEval shared task at CLEF 2024. We aim to
construct a highly effective retrieval system that, unlike many popular modern models, retains its effectiveness
over a long period of time. To this extent, we follow two approaches: First, we experiment with different schemes
to aggregate passage scores of monoT5 re-rankings. Second, we propose a weighted rank fusion of retrieval
models implementing different paradigms: RankZephyr, a sparse cross-encoder, ColBERT, and BM25. Our key
findings indicate that, despite our efforts, all systems exhibit a temporal decline in effectiveness. While using
monoT5 with max passage aggregation outperforms mean passage aggregation on all datasets—over longer
periods even more significantly—we find that monoT5 is generally too sensitive towards long-term changes to
observe meaningful differences when using another aggregation scheme. Moreover, our rank fusion approach,
although dominated by RankZephyr, achieves higher effectiveness than the individual fused models but is also
more prone to long-term instability. This emphasizes the importance of developing hybrid models combining
lexical and neural systems to obtain highly effective retrieval systems but also shows that to achieve sustainable
effectiveness, the fusion components must be selected carefully.
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1. Introduction

Modern retrieval systems typically use a multi-stage re-ranking architecture, where the results of a
recall-oriented (typically lexical) first-stage ranker are subsequently refined with precision-oriented
(typically neural) re-rankers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Such multi-stage models perform well on test collections like
MS MARCO [7, 8]. Static ad-hoc test collections, however, are prone to train-test leakage [9, 10, 11] and
do not resemble the realistic scenario where documents and the use of language change over time or new
documents become available [12, 13]. Current state-of-the-art models are typically trained on a fixed
dataset containing only documents up to a specific point in time [14]. These models trained on fixed-in-
time data struggle to maintain their effectiveness when applied to more recent datasets [15, 16, 17].

The LongEval lab explores the extent to which temporal declines in retrieval effectiveness occur
with different retrieval paradigms and aims to support the development of retrieval systems that are
persistent in their effectiveness over time [18, 19]. Systems are evaluated on three test sets of three
months of documents and queries from query logs of the French web search engine Qwant1 in 2023.

We experiment with combining more stable lexical with less stable but highly effective neural retrieval
systems in order to develop effective and long-term stable systems. We evaluate two distinct approaches
in our submissions to the LongEval shared task: (1) For the popular monoT5 [8] cross-encoder model,
we evaluate the effect of using more than the best-scoring passage when aggregating the document
score after a lexical first-stage retrieval. Our assumption is that a good trade-off between effectiveness
and temporal robustness can be achieved when averaging the scores from the top-𝑘 documents for an
optimal 𝑘. And (2) we test if a rank fusion of a variety of effective lexical and neural retrieval systems
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is more robust to temporal changes than a single state-of-the-art re-ranking model based on a large
language model (LLM). By using multiple systems trained on different datasets or completely unaware
of training data, we seek to improve long-term stability while not degrading effectiveness.

To this extent, we submit five runs to the LongEval shared task and test hypotheses grounded on the
aforementioned assumptions. Three runs use a combination of BM25 and PL2 lexical retrieval with
Bo1 query expansion and monoT5 re-ranking, then aggregating monoT5’s passage-level scores with
different aggregation schemes by averaging the score of a subset of the passages. The remaining two
runs are our proposed weighted rank fusion of RankZephyr, a sparse cross-encoder model, ColBERT,
and BM25, as well as just RankZephyr as a baseline.2

The results for our first group of runs using a combination of lexical first-stage retrieval, query
expansion, and monoT5 re-ranking show (1) that the nDCG effectiveness of monoT5 re-ranking still
declines over time when using top-4 average passage aggregation, (2) that the choice of the passage
aggregation scheme does only marginally impact the overall effectiveness, but also (3) that the difference
in nDCG between the aggregation schemes gets more pronounced over time. Our rank fusion of
RankZephyr with neural and lexical models slightly improves the effectiveness. Yet, both the rank
fusion and RankZephyr demonstrate stronger long-term instability than the other methods examined.
Combinations of lexical and neural systems can therefore increase the effectiveness of retrieval systems,
but are not necessarily accompanied by increased stability. Further research is needed to identify fusion
components that achieve sustainable effectiveness.

2. Related Work

Our submission builds on prior work that proposed a way to use monoT5 in a multi-stage document
re-ranking, utilizing document expansion (e.g., using T5 [20]) to enrich documents with their keyword
representation [8]. In our approach, we also perform a query expansion, although with Bo1 [21] instead,
and we use PL2 [22] and a BM25 [23] scoring as first-stage retrieval. In particular BM25 is applied in
many multi-stage re-ranking architectures to retrieve candidate documents for subsequent re-ranking
[3]. As these multi-stage re-rankers are often limited by the used models’ context window, usually, after
retrieval documents are split into shorter text passages which are passed to the re-rankers [24]. After
re-ranking, several strategies are applied to aggregate the passage-level scores [25]

As our second line of research, rank fusion combines rankings returned by multiple search engines
such that the combination maximizes a certain effectiveness criterion. Previous works have shown
that such combinations consistently improve retrieval effectiveness [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. In our work,
we fuse four different retrieval models: BM25 [23], a sparse cross-encoder [31], ColBERT [32] and
RankZephyr [33]. We employ BM25 for its robustness and frequent use in similar research [3]. Cross-
encoders are effective [34, 6, 35] but often inefficient with respect to their inference run time, memory
footprint, and energy consumption [36]. Compared to full attention as used in monoT5, Schlatt et al.
[31] improved the efficiency while maintaining effectiveness by combining windowed self-attention
and asymmetric cross-attention between sub-sequences [31]. We use their efficient yet effective cross-
encoder model as another model for our rank fusion approach. ColBERT [32] is also used in our
rank fusion due to implementing a completely different retrieval paradigm, late interaction. With
late interaction, ColBERT strives to reconcile efficiency and contextualization while estimating the
relevance of a document for a given query. Finally, we integrate RankZephyr [33], an open-source LLM
for listwise zero-shot re-ranking, that outperforms GPT-4 [37] effectiveness on several datasets.

In our system implementations, we use ranx.fuse [38], a Python library for rank fusion and PyTer-
rier [39]. The PyTerrier framework implements a wide range of lexical first-stage retrieval models, such
as PL2 [22] and a BM25 [23], and also allows for composing multi-stage retrieval pipelines [40]. The
LongEval datasets were accessed via ir_datasets [41] and its TIREx integration [42] which allowed us to
use the same containerized software during development and submission, and to archive the submission
code on TIRA [43].

2Code and data available online: https://github.com/tira-io/ir-lab-jena-leipzig-wise-2023-galapagos-tortoise/
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3. Approach

With our participation in the LongEval shared task, we pursue two different ranking approaches: First,
we compare retrieval pipelines that implement neural re-ranking with monoT5 but use differing passage
score aggregations. Further, we tune a weighted rank fusion of RankZephyr, a sparse cross-encoder,
ColBERT, and BM25 towards maximizing nDCG@10 on the LongEval data collection from January
2023 [44].

3.1. Neural Re-Ranking with monoT5

Our initial retrieval pipeline consists of a weighted linear score combination of a PL2 scoring [22] and a
BM25 scoring [23] with Bo1 query expansion [21], the latter (BM25+Bo1) being weighted twice as high
as the PL2 score. The motivation behind our choice for this initial retrieval stage is to aim for increasing
temporal stability with a fused system of two lexical approaches, but at the same time, not to tune the
weights on the training data to prevent a temporal bias. The top-50 results of the initial retrieval are
then re-ranked with a monoT5 cross-encoder model3 [8] that has been fine-tuned on the MS MARCO
passage dataset [45].

To reduce computational complexity, the context length of the model is limited to 512 tokens. Thus,
longer web documents need to be split into shorter text passages using a sliding window approach with
a length of 400 tokens per passage and a stride of 64 tokens. The passages are scored with monoT5,
and finally, the passage-level scores are aggregated after re-ranking. Three aggregation schemes are
commonly used [25]:

• The highest score of one of its passages (max passage aggregation),
• the mean score of all of its passages (mean passage aggregation), or
• the mean score of only the top-𝑘 ranked passages (𝑘-max average aggregation).

We have submitted one run for each of the three abovementioned aggregation schemes. To find the
parameter 𝑘 for the 𝑘-max average aggregation, we ran a Grid Search with 𝑘 = 2, 4, . . . , 20 on the
LongEval data collection from June 2022 that yielded the highest nDCG score [46] at 𝑘 = 4.

3.1.1. Hypotheses

Concerning monoT5 re-ranking, we investigate the following two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. In the setting presented above, the nDCG effectiveness (or nDCG@10, respectively) of
monoT5 with max passage score aggregation is significantly higher (𝛼 = 0.05) than the effectiveness
obtained with mean passage aggregation.

Hypothesis 2. In the setting presented above, when choosing 𝑘 such that the nDCG effectiveness (or
nDCG@10, respectively) of the 𝑘-max average aggregation is maximized, monoT5 with 𝑘-max average
aggregation yields a significantly higher (𝛼 = 0.05) nDCG effectiveness (or nDCG@10, respectively) than
with max passage or mean passage aggregation.

Hypothesis 1 builds on the intuition that documents containing relevant passages for a given query are
usually considered relevant by users despite possibly also containing irrelevant passages. Hence, the
document’s relevance would be estimated by the highest relevance of any individual passage from the
document. Non-relevant passages should not influence the aggregated scores negatively. However, we
question this rather extreme setting and argue that at least a few relevant passages should often be
required to make a document relevant. For example, even spam pages could sometimes contain relevant
passages by pure chance. Hence, averaging the scores of the best-scoring passages in a document seems
intuitive, which we express in Hypothesis 2.

3https://huggingface.co/castorini/monot5-base-msmarco
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Table 1
Fusion weights after optimizing our weighted sum rank fusion approach towards nDCG@10 on the LongEval
January 2023 dataset.

System name Fusion weight

RankZephyr 0.7
Sparse Cross-Encoder 0.1
ColBERT 0.1
BM25 0.1

3.2. Rank Fusion

Our second approach proposes a weighted rank fusion where we initially retrieve documents with
BM25 [23] and re-rank the top-1000 results using a rank fusion model consisting of RankZephyr [33], a
sparse cross-encoder [31], ColBERT [32], and BM25. RankZephyr is a model that surpasses GPT-4 [37]
performance on several datasets [33] but could also be susceptible to a decline in effectiveness on older
data due to its relative novelty. Therefore, other retrieval models are incorporated into the ranking
through rank fusion to offset this potential disadvantage and achieve time-resilient effectiveness. We
chose the sparse cross-encoder, ColBERT, and BM25 for the rank fusion as they are the most effective
models of their respective paradigms (cross-encoder, late interaction, and lexical ranking). Besides this
rank fusion, for comparison, we also provide a run that only uses RankZephyr (i.e., no rank fusion).

The rank fusion was implemented as a weighted sum of scores using the Python library ranx.fuse [38].
In ranx.fuse, the scores of all constituent models are computed and optimal weights are assigned to the
models’ scores based on a given training dataset. Moreover, before the results from different retrieval
models can be fused, the document scores are normalized to make them comparable. This step is
necessary because the retrieval models use different scales for scoring [47]. We used the standard
min-max-normalization, shifting the minimum score to 0 and scaling the maximum score to 1 [47]. A
weighted sum was selected as the fusion method, as the weights it assigns to the constituent models’
scores are easy to interpret. We optimized the fusion for an optimal nDCG@10 score on the LongEval
January 2023 dataset which yielded the weights listed in Table 1.

3.2.1. Hypotheses

Based on our rank fusion approach, we investigate the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3. The differences in the nDCG effectiveness (or nDCG@10, respectively) observed over time
are significantly smaller (𝛼 = 0.05) for the rank fusion model described above than for just RankZephyr,
the sparse cross-encoder, ColBERT, or BM25 alone.

Hypothesis 4. Retrieving documents with the optimized rank fusion model of RankZephyr, the sparse
cross-encoder, ColBERT, and BM25, as described above, achieves a significantly higher (𝛼 = 0.05) nDCG
effectiveness (or nDCG@10, respectively) than using each of these models alone.

Hypothesis 3 follows the intuition that a fused model, that combines different retrieval approaches,
should be more persistent in its effectiveness over time because some of the systems it combines could
compensate for errors that other constituent systems make. Since retrieval systems that do not use
temporal-bound training data often achieve a more stable but overall poorer level of effectiveness than
neural models, we hypothesize that our rank fusion approach yields consistently higher effectiveness
than the single models, as expressed in Hypothesis 4.



3.3. Submitted Runs

To improve the reproducibility of our approaches, the submitted runs are published on TIRA and can
be accessed via TIRA.4 We submitted the following five runs:

Run galapagos-tortoise-bm25-bo1-pl2-monot5-max A weighted linear combination of BM25
(with Bo1 query expansion; weight: 2) and PL2 (weight: 1), re-ranked with monoT5.5 After re-ranking,
passages are aggregated by the max passage score aggregation.

Run galapagos-tortoise-bm25-bo1-pl2-monot5-mean A weighted linear combination of BM25
(with Bo1 query expansion; weight: 2) and PL2 (weight: 1), re-ranked with monoT5.5 After re-ranking,
passages are aggregated by the mean passage score aggregation.

Run galapagos-tortoise-bm25-bo1-pl2-monot5-kmax-avg-k-4 A weighted linear combination
of BM25 (with Bo1 query expansion; weight: 2) and PL2 (weight: 1), re-ranked with monoT5.5 After
re-ranking, passages are aggregated by the 𝑘-max average passage score aggregation with 𝑘 = 4, which
yielded the highest nDCG on the LongEval June 2022 dataset.

Run galapagos-tortoise-wsum A rank fusion (weighted sum, optimized on the January 2023
dataset) of BM25 (weight: 0.1), the sparse cross-encoder (weight: 0.1), ColBERT (weight: 0.1), and
RankZephyr (weight: 0.7) re-ranking after retrieving the top-1000 documents with BM25. The models
themselves were not fine-tuned.

Run galapagos-tortoise-rank-zephyr Re-ranking BM25’s top-1000 documents with RankZephyr.

4. Results

4.1. Neural Re-Ranking with monoT5

Table 2 lists the nDCG and nDCG@10 scores achieved by the three monoT5 variants on the LongEval
datasets from January, June, and August 2023. It can be seen that deploying a max passage aggregation
yields the highest nDCG and nDCG@10 scores on all three datasets. On the datasets from June and
August 2023, the scores achieved by max passage are even significantly higher than the ones obtained
with mean passage aggregation. On the January dataset, however, max, 4-max average, and mean
passage aggregation behave almost identically. As a result, the 𝑝 values measured on the January dataset
are far away from being significant. The difference in retrieval effectiveness between max passage on
the one hand and 4-max average and mean passage on the other hand increase considerably over time.

Furthermore, it seems counter-intuitive that 4-max average passage aggregation performs worse
than both max and mean passage aggregation on the January 2023 dataset, given that it is actually a
hybrid of the two extremes. It would be interesting to inspect this dataset further to get an intuition on
why it behaves fundamentally different than the others.

Re-visiting our hypotheses, we can discard Hypothesis 2 that suspected 𝑘-max average aggregation to
yield significantly higher nDCG and nDCG@10 scores than the competing passage aggregation schemes.
Hypothesis 1, stating that max passage aggregation performs significantly better than mean passage
aggregation, deserves a more careful investigation since our experiments convey highly contradictory
signals. Taking all three datasets into account, we cannot confirm Hypothesis 1.

4Submissions on the January 2023 dataset: https://tira.io/task-overview/ir-lab-padua-2024/
longeval-2023-01-20240426-training; submissions on the June 2023 dataset: https://tira.io/task-overview/ir-lab-padua-2024/
longeval-2023-06-20240422-training; submissions on the August 2023 dataset: https://tira.io/task-overview/
ir-lab-padua-2024/longeval-2023-08-20240422-training

5https://huggingface.co/castorini/monot5-base-msmarco
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Table 2
Retrieval effectiveness of our monoT5 approach with different score aggregations on the LongEval datasets from
January, June, and August 2023. The 𝑡 test based 𝑝 values are reported compared to max passage aggregation.

System name nDCG@10 nDCG

value 𝑝 value value 𝑝 value

January 2023 dataset

max passage 0.209 — 0.307 —
4-max avg. passage 0.208 0.86 0.305 0.41
mean passage 0.209 0.93 0.307 0.82

June 2023 dataset

max passage 0.196 — 0.260 —
4-max avg. passage 0.191 0.24 0.257 0.24
mean passage 0.184 0.02 0.253 0.02

August 2023 dataset

max passage 0.159 — 0.198 —
4-max avg. passage 0.156 0.07 0.196 0.12
mean passage 0.150 <0.01 0.191 <0.01

Table 3
Retrieval effectiveness decline over time of our monoT5 approach with different score aggregations from the
January 2023, to June 2023, to August 2023 datasets.

System name ΔnDCG@10 ΔnDCG

Jan→Jun Jun→Aug Jan→Aug Jan→Jun Jun→Aug Jan→Aug

max passage -0.013 -0.037 -0.049 -0.047 -0.063 -0.110
4-max avg. passage -0.017 -0.035 -0.052 -0.049 -0.061 -0.110
mean passage -0.025 -0.034 -0.059 -0.054 -0.062 -0.116

Apart from our specific research questions, we notice a decline in retrieval effectiveness with respect
to all three aggregation schemes. Table 3 lists the differences in the nDCG (nDCG@10, respectively)
scores that were obtained on the January, June and August 2023 datasets. As can be seen, in each
fixed interval the decline in effectiveness is similar for all aggregation schemes. We conclude that on
our datasets monoT5 is too sensitive towards temporal changes to make fine-tuning its aggregation a
question worth investigating further.

4.2. Rank Fusion

Recall that our rank fusion model that was trained to optimize its nDCG@10 score on the LongEval
January 2023 dataset weights RankZephyr with 0.7 and all other models, i.e. the sparse cross-encoder,
ColBERT and BM25 with 0.1 each. Table 4 compares the nDCG score (nDCG@10 score, respectively)
achieved by our rank fusion approach on the LongEval January, June and August 2023 datasets with
the respective scores obtained when using each model purely. On the January and August datasets,
the fusion approach outperforms all other systems, although the difference to the scores obtained with
RankZephyr is only a slight one. On the June dataset RankZephyr beats our fusion approach by a
narrow margin. The ranking of all other systems is stable over all datasets: the sparse cross-encoder
scores better than ColBERT and BM25 yields the smallest nDCG and nDCG@10 scores. Since all models
we investigated re-rank the top-1000 documents retrieved by BM25, this last observation indicates that
neural re-ranking does not deteriorate nDCG scores.

The calculated 𝑝 values suggest that the difference between our rank fusion approach and RankZephyr
is not a significant one. This contradicts the intuition we formulated in Hypothesis 4, but seems plausible,



Table 4
Retrieval effectiveness of our rank fusion approach and its fused runs on the LongEval datasets from January,
June, and August 2023. The 𝑡 test based 𝑝 values are reported compared to our rank fusion approach.

System name nDCG@10 nDCG

value 𝑝 value value 𝑝 value

January 2023 dataset

our rank fusion approach 0.251 — 0.355 —
RankZephyr [33] 0.247 0.07 0.353 0.26
Sparse Cross-Encoder [31] 0.221 <0.01 0.337 <0.01
ColBERT [32] 0.216 <0.01 0.330 <0.01
BM25 [48] 0.199 <0.01 0.317 <0.01

June 2023 dataset

our rank fusion approach 0.228 — 0.293 —
RankZephyr [33] 0.228 0.98 0.295 0.34
Sparse Cross-Encoder [31] 0.202 <0.01 0.277 <0.01
ColBERT [32] 0.183 <0.01 0.264 <0.01
BM25 [48] 0.166 <0.01 0.252 <0.01

August 2023 dataset

our rank fusion approach 0.180 — 0.220 —
RankZephyr [33] 0.178 0.15 0.219 0.52
Sparse Cross-Encoder [31] 0.169 <0.01 0.212 <0.01
ColBERT [32] 0.161 <0.01 0.206 <0.01
BM25 [48] 0.141 <0.01 0.191 <0.01

Table 5
Retrieval effectiveness decline over time from the January 2023, to June 2023, to August 2023 datasets of our rank
fusion approach and its fused runs.

System name ΔnDCG@10 ΔnDCG

Jan→Jun Jun→Aug Jan→Aug Jan→Jun Jun→Aug Jan→Aug

our rank fusion approach -0.024 -0.048 -0.072 -0.062 -0.072 -0.135
RankZephyr [33] -0.019 -0.050 -0.069 -0.058 -0.075 -0.134
Sparse Cross-Encoder [31] -0.019 -0.033 -0.052 -0.060 -0.064 -0.125
ColBERT [32] -0.033 -0.022 -0.055 -0.066 -0.058 -0.124
BM25 [48] -0.033 -0.025 -0.058 -0.065 -0.061 -0.125

given that in our fusion approach RankZephyr’s score gets weighted with 0.7 and hence dominates
the model. However, on all datasets the nDCG and nDCG@10 scores of our rank fusion approach
are significantly higher than the respective scores of the sparse cross-encoder ColBERT and BM25.
Excluding RankZephyr, Hypothesis 4 can therefore be confirmed. However, the fusion model presumably
benefits greatly from the effectiveness of RankZephyr.

Table 5 visualizes the differences between nDCG scores (nDCG@10 scores, respectively) on the three
collections. Similar to our findings in Subsection 4.1, we witness a temporal decline in effectiveness of
all retrieval systems. Moreover, we notice that our highest performing systems, i.e. our rank fusion
approach and RankZephyr exhibit the greatest temporal over-all decline as well. We can therefore
discard Hypothesis 3 that our rank fusion approach are more stable than the other models.

Inspecting the values in Table 5 further, we compute the pairwise Pearson correlations [49] between
the declines of all evaluated systems and visualize the result in Table 6. As can be seen, our systems are
split into two camps, within which there is a strong pairwise correlation between the declines: The
group of systems with highest effectiveness on the one hand, i.e. our rank fusion approach, RankZephyr



Table 6
Pearson correlation in retrieval effectiveness decline over time of our rank fusion approach and its fused runs.

System name rank fusion RankZephyr Sparse Cross-Encoder ColBERT BM25

our rank fusion approach 1 0.990 0.968 0.693 0.745
RankZephyr [33] 0.990 1 0.925 0.591 0.653
Sparse Cross-Encoder [31] 0.968 0.925 1 0.853 0.889
ColBERT [32] 0.693 0.591 0.853 1 0.996
BM25 [48] 0.745 0.653 0.889 0.996 1

and the evaluated sparse cross-encoder. And the group of systems with lower effectiveness on the other,
i.e. the sparse cross-encoder, ColBERT and BM25. The sparse cross-encoder provides the link between
both camps, as its decline correlates strongly with all systems. This finding is somewhat sobering,
because regardless of how different the selected retrieval paradigms are, the decline behaves similarly
on all systems, and is most drastic in our most effective systems.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we pursued two different research directions to improve the temporal stability of retrieval
systems. First, we experimented with different passage score aggregation schemes for monoT5 re-
ranking. We hypothesized that 𝑘-max average aggregation with a tuned 𝑘 should yield a higher nDCG
and nDCG@10 effectiveness than max passage aggregation, which in turn should outperform mean
passage aggregation. Second, we proposed a weighted rank fusion of RankZephyr, a sparse cross-
encoder, ColBERT, and BM25. Here, we expected the rank fusion approach to be both, more effective
and more temporally stable than each of the fused models alone.

Regarding neural re-ranking with monoT5 of different aggregation schemes, max passage aggregation
indeed outperforms mean passage aggregation with respect to nDCG and nDCG@10, with more
significant differences on more recent datasets. Additionally, max passage aggregation was found to be
superior to 𝑘-max passage, contrary to our hypothesis.

No significant difference was found between the effectiveness of RankZephyr alone and our rank
fusion approach. Albeit, the fusion model yielded significantly higher nDCG and nDCG@10 effectiveness
compared to BM25, the sparse cross-encoder, and ColBERT. This improvement, however, is likely an
effect of the high effectiveness of RankZephyr and its high weight within the fusion model.

We observed that, despite our efforts, the effectiveness of all evaluated retrieval systems declines over
time. Moreover, the rates at which nDCG and nDCG@10 scores decrease are highly pairwise correlated
between the high-performing rank fusion approach, RankZephyr and the sparse cross-encoder and
generally higher than the decline rates of the less effective ColBERT and BM25. Effectiveness and
temporal stability seem to work against each other here.

Still, it is contrary to the intuition, that not only the effectiveness of neural re-ranking approaches,
but also of lexical models like BM25 declines over time. While the decline in the effectiveness of neural
models is usually attributed to the increasingly stale data they were trained on, we lack a good intuition
for the temporal decline in BM25’s effectiveness. Hence, it would be worthwhile to investigate whether
the observed decline in retrieval effectiveness of several basic lexical models is statistically significant
over time, to finally distinguish systems with temporal effectiveness decline from those without.

Further research is also needed to explore the effectiveness of rank fusions whose constituent models
are equally well-performing and more diverse in the conceptual retrieval approach they implement.
Conducting a larger study with diverse fusion candidates could hopefully lead to the development of
effective and temporally stable hybrid models.

Our research contributes to the understanding of long-term stability in retrieval systems, providing
insights into the performance of various passage score aggregation schemes with monoT5 and rank
fusion methods. Despite observing a general decline in effectiveness over time, our findings highlight



the potential of hybrid models that integrate both neural and lexical approaches and show that further
researches in optimized aggregation techniques or fusion strategies with more diverse candidates can
lead to enhanced long-term retrieval performance.
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